
May 2019May 9th Meeting Speaker,
Kenny Behen, WFDW Biologist

Curt StonerLeader Line
Our warm clear weather and fishing season has finally arrived!  Most lowland lakes are 
open and our streams are running well.  Local beaches are also fishing great.  Sea Run 
Cutthroat are returning in good numbers from their spawning grounds hungry and 
ready to eat.  Before you head out, be sure to check the fishing regulations.  This 
includes any emergency changes issued by the WDFW.   

If you are planning on going to the Park Lake outing May 17 -19 and have not signed 
up yet, please contact Mike Koslosky 831-247-8655 mikek180@gmail.com. 

Please welcome Kristin Macy back as our newest Board Member. She will fill the 3rd 
Year Director Position replacing Robert Gerlach. We still need one more Board 
Member to fill our Vice President’s position so if you have an interest in giving back to 
PSFF please let me know. 

We are also looking for a club volunteer willing to take on the responsibility of setting 
up and running the slide show at the beginning of our monthly general meetings. If you 
have a laptop and the skills to help us out, please let me know. 

Please check out the revised Officers and Servants page in this newsletter as we have 
had some changes. 

For those of you that have yet to renew your 2019 PSFF membership we would really 
appreciate your taking the time to visit the website (www.pssf.org) , print off the 
membership renewal application and mail it in with your payment. We are counting on 
you to help keep the club strong in 2019! 

Look forward to seeing you at our next General Meeting May 9th at Tower Lanes!     
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2019 Northwest Youth Conservation and Fly Fishing Academy is set and ready to go. We have
20 amazing boys and girls registered for the event. All their essays and letters of recommendation
are in and it appears we have another great group of kids. The Academy is June 23-24 on Hicks
Lake at TheGwinwoodCommunity Center in Lacey. We have a fantastic instructor lineupwith FFI/
CCI casting instructors, fly tying professionals and conservation experts. Last year we had over 50
volunteers. The 2019 Academywould not take place if it was not for the generous support from the
Fly Fishing Clubs, TU Chapters, corporate and private donors.

The kids will be fishing at new ponds in Thurston County, and the Deschutes River in Thurston
County. Everyone is welcome to visit us during the week to learn what is happening (please call 1st

to insure we are available), if you are available for guiding, we could use your help, especially in the
evenings on the river. If you want to help – please contact Jim Brosio @ 360-941-9947 or Mike
@253-278-0061. Seriously folks, we could really use your help with the guiding in the evening on
the river. It’s really not guiding, it’s being there to make sure the kids are safe, but you could share
your experience on fishing a river with them. We will provide the transportation to the sites. Mike
Clancy, Co-Director, NWYCFFAcademy, www.nwycffa.com

Membership
Welcome new club members!
Gary Villela

Thomas Colbeck

Jim Bryant

Tom Long

May Membership Anniversaries
Years

Michelle Tuengel 23
Philip Moore 15
Robert  Gerlach 12
Dennis Beardsley 7
Barry Berejikian 6
Jason Bordash 5
Ann Selimos 4
Steve Hill 2
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Continued on page 4

Fly Fishing Fair
Ellensburg, Saturday, Sunday, May 3, 4

Fly Fishers International will be teaming up with the Washington State Council of FFI once again
for their Ellensburg Fly Fishing Fair. Hear guest speakers, meet fly tiers, see new products,
sales reps, and connect with old friends. Robert Gerlach will be coordinating a competitive, but
fun, fly casting challenge so don’t forget to bring your gear. No fish out scheduled but there are
a number of nearby ponds suitable for personal flotation devices and the Yakima River is close
by. Fair details are still being developed so put these dates on your calendar and plan to attend.
For a complete rundown of the listed activities go to; www.wscffi.org

Park Lake, Friday to Sunday, May 17, 18, 19

Traditionally, the Park Lake outing has been the spring kick-off outing for PSFF. If you are new to the
club or just haven’t been to Park Lake, this is a must do trip! It is a family oriented outing, and kids and
pets are definitely welcome! Attending this, and other organized outings is the best way to get to know
other club members and their families, as well as to learn more about our chosen sport. In years past, it
has usually been the largest outing of the year and always a good time… even when the weather gods
occasionally turned against us.

To get to Park Lake, go east on I-90 to the Ephrata Exit (SR 283, exit 151), just past George. Take SR
283 through Ephrata, to the SR 17 junction, turn left and go north through the town of Soap Lake, past
Lake Lenore and Blue lake, about 16 miles. Turn right at the north end of Blue Lake and proceed to
Laurent’s Sun Lakes Resort. (33575 Park Lake Rd NE, Coulee City, WA, (509) 632-5664). Head
quarters for the outing will be at Laurent’s. Be sure to get gas or what ever last minute groceries you may
need before you leave Ephrata. Also, The Desert Angler is the local fly shop and a good source of local
information.

A check of your DeLorme Atlas will show many well known lakes in the Park Lake area. A few of the
most popular include: Dry Falls, Deep Lake, Blue Lake, Jamison Lake, Lake Lenore, and Banks Lake if
you want big water. If you are a Rocky Ford fan, it is less than an hour away. Fish species in these waters
include trout, bass, carp and several species of perch. The most popular flies include, but are certainly not
limited to, chronomids, and wooly buggers of all colors. Most fish are taken sub-surface, so intermediate
and full sink lines are popular. Other than perhaps Dry Falls Lake, these are not technical waters, so
novice fishers should look forward to catching fish and having a good time. A pontoon boat or other
flotation device is essential for fishing these lakes. If you don’t have one, but want to go, let it be
known… most likely someone has “an extra” that they would be happy to loan you for the weekend.

Contact Laurent’s for reservations to camp
or rent a room at their facility. (509) 632-5664
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There are a variety of accommodations available at Laurent’s and in the area. If you are tenting or have
an RV, space can be had at both Laurent’s, and at the Sun Lakes State Park. For tenters, there is usually
room on Laurent’s big lawn area at a nominal cost. For RV’s, if you are staying at Laurent’s, make sure
you reserve a spot. Laurent’s does have cabins available, but make sure you make reservations early. If
you want motel type accommodations, they can be had in Ephrata, Soap Lake (Notaras Lodge, 236
Main Ave E, (509) 246-0462), and in Coulee City.

In addition to fishing, weekend activities will include Paul Fournier’s Fly Tying Challenge on Saturday
afternoon; tying a fly from a variety of trash scavenged from the park grounds. Each participant will be
provided with a hook and a 12” length of mono. Finished flies are then tested on the local waters which
determines who will be the Trash Fly Grand Master. Participants in these games should be aware, that
Paul frequently “wins” his challenges… Jus’ sayin’…!

For non-fishers or fishers needing a break, the Dry Falls Visitor and Interpretive Center is an interesting
and worthwhile stop. It gives a great presentation of the background and “creation” history of Dry Falls
and the topography of central Washington.

Saturday evening is the potluck dinner. PSFF provides the entre, and members bring the side dishes and
desserts. BE HUNGRY!! Please be sure that you sign up for the outing at PSFF meetings between
now and the outing so we have a better idea of how much meat to buy. Also indicate whether you will
be bringing a salad, side dish, or dessert. Bring your own drinks…adult or other. Paper and plastic
service will be available on the table, or bring your own if you prefer. If you have it, a few pieces of
firewood will be much appreciated. Our resident “fire master”, John Clark, detests a small fire…!

Cowlitz River and Coldwater Lake, August 16, 17, 18

All PSFF members are invited to John and Kathy Clark’s property in Toledo for three days of fun,
friendship, and fishing. We camp in their extensive meadow “wagon train” style with whatever rig you
have; tents, RV’s, campers, are all welcome. John has made some terrific improvements to the property
so even if the weather turns on us, don’t fret - John’s got you covered, literally! Fishing includes a
Cowlitz River 6 mile float, lake fishing at Coldwater and/or Silver Lake.

There is always a potluck dinner planned, evening campfire, and plenty of bald-faced fishing tales told
to unsuspecting listeners. Set the date aside and look for additional details in the coming weeks and
months.
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Puget Sound Fly Fishers And Me

You know, sometimes I just do stuff and I don’t have a damn clue why. I just do it cause it seems the right thing to
do. Sometimes it is. Sometimes not so much. But I thought I should say something. I thought I should say
something, because I’m not going to get a chance to thank everyone, and for some reason I feel I owe that, so I’ll
say it now.

Deb and I are moving to Mexico. To San Miguel de Allende. To say that it’s gonna be a huge change is about like
saying being born might change a couple things. The reasons for the move are detailed out in my web site blog at
http://www.walterhodges.com/blog . The stories are San Miguel 1-4 at this point, but there will be more. I’m
intending to write and shoot images as much as I can.

To cut to the chase, the reasons for leaving are cost of living, weather, and politics. You expected something else?
Of course those are the reasons. Moving just for the hell of it doesn’t make a ton of sense. Our house sold instantly
and we expect to get on the road around June 1. So the April meeting of the fly-fishing club Puget Sound Fly
Fishers was my last club meeting. It looks like I will be able to go to Park Lake and on to Mexico.

I was never a “clubby “ kind of guy. A loner most of my life actually. So when I considered joining PSFF five years
ago or so, it was with great hesitation. I’m no social butterfly (see bull in a china shop metaphor), so I was very
uneasy with it. And it took a while before I could even talk to people without feeling like I was imposing. That’s my
good old Midwestern US guilt trip angst thing working full time right there.

But PSFF and you guys made it easy. No one cared what you did or didn’t. No one cared how much money you
had or hadn’t. No one cared about anything but the fish and the fly fishing. As a result, I’ve made some great
friends. I had some memories I won’t forget, and I learned some things I never knew. We had some laughs. We
caught some fish. All because of you guys. I was never able to spend the time to get involved in some official
capacity, but I hope I took a couple photographs that will continue to tell the story of the club.

There are so many people I didn’t get a chance to know better. So many people I didn’t get a chance to know at all.
But I will tell you this and it’s the truth. PSFF helped me. It gave me a place and it gave me a time and it gave me a
chance to stretch out a bit. It also gave me some experiences I never would have had. Early on, Paul Fournier took
me lake fishing for the fist time, just cause that’s what he does. I poured him a Manhattan. The list of people go on
from there to include Paul Elsberry, Mike Clancey, Bryan Habeck, Dennis Ehlers, Bob Jimerson, Mike Kloslosky,
Larry Akers, John Clark, Greg Shimek, Doug Post, Steve Saville, Phil Moore, Mike Clancy, Stephanie Scott, Kristin
Macey, Thomas and Ruben Lamphere, Larry Vaughn, Chic Sundahl and so many others it would take up too much
space here. PSFF gave me a place to cast a fly on the water in more ways than one. There was a chance a fish
might rise in more ways than one. For more ways than one I can’t repay you.

Been throwing a fly since I was a kid. I hear rumors of huge bass in Mexico, and you can trust I will search that out,
but if I’m honest, I know more importantly that Deb and I are headed to a new culture and new experiences. It
seems incredibly odd to be starting over at just about 73. Our entire past is passed us now. We’re moving on.
We’re both incredibly excited for what’s next and charged with energy to begin again. I feel very fortunate to have a
clean slate and a new day. I want to give it a shot. I’m just sayin…

But I wanted to say thank you to all the folks on the good ship PSFF. This continues to be a terrific organization
with a great future. I will be close by on Facebook and the blog, and once we get a house in San Miguel de Allende
there will be extras bedrooms for guests. I’m expecting a rotating crew of people coming to visit and explore one of
the more elegant and beautiful cities in the world. I can’t promise a lot in the way of fishing around San Miguel, but I
can promise a plate of chicken mole, a glass of mezcal, some Mexican chocolate ice cream, and maybe a rooftop
terrace to watch a sunset over 600 years of Mexican history.

Folks, it has been a pleasure. All of that and more. I will not forget. Thank you for just being there, and God bless
you one and all. I’ll see you on the water.

Walter Hodges
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Tying Tip - Damn Hackle!

Have trouble keeping that nice dry fly hackle out of the way when wrapping your
head and doing the whip finish? Get yourself a bit of plastic like those bubble wrap
packages are made of. Any semi rigid clear plastic will do. Cut out a circle about an
inch in diameter and punch or cut a 1/8" hole in the center. Now cut from the edge
to the center hole on the radius and you have your hackle shield. When you are
ready to form the head and whip finish slide your thread to the center of the shield
via the slit then slide the shield over the hook eye and it will push all those hackle
fibers back out of the way. Make a nice head, whip finish, and nip off the thread and
it falls right off. You might make a few with different size holes for different hook
eye/hackle sizes.

PJ's
Tying Tips

SPEAKERS
May 9th Speaker – Kenny Behen, is a WDFW Warm Water Fisheries Program
Manager for Western Washington Kenny Behen will bring us up to date on warm
water lakes in his part of the state, Western Washington. As in previous
presentations from WDFW folks we will hear a 2019 version of some of the more
notable west side lakes, openings, closures, rehabs, angler access, species of
fish, fish plants, special regulations and special programs that may be in the
works.

June speaker: Michael T. Williams will speak on “The Magic of Mountain Rivers.”

July speaker: Steve Worley from Worley Bugger Fly Co. in Ellensburg, for a talk on
wade fishing the Yakima.
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Tips for the Traveling Fly Fisher

Know Your Airline-Some airlines, are more accommodating when traveling with fishing gear and
this is worth considering when booking your next flight. Check your airlines baggage policies.

Pack Your Carry-On-with essential items such as medications, enough to get by for a day or two.
That way, if there is an issue with your other luggage, you will still be able to have a great trip.

Checked Luggage-Leave any tools such as pliers, nippers, forceps, hook sharpeners, or knot tools
in your checked luggage. However, try to pack enough to wear for a day on the water. A packable
raincoat, sunglasses, and hat are sure-ins no matter where you are fishing. No need to try to cram
waders, wading boots, flats boots, into your carry on because you can borrow these from the lodge,
but clothing to fit is much more difficult to accommodate.

Flies-According to the TSA website, flies are allowed in carry-on luggage if under a certain size.
However, this seems to apply to smaller patterns such as trout flies or smaller saltwater flies in the
4-8 range. Larger salmon or steelhead flies may not make it through. To be on the safe side, pack a
box small enough of a few tried and true patterns in your carry on that will not break the bank in
the event it doesn’t make it through.

Rods- If at all possible, travel with rods and reels in hand, Airlines and TSA are generally pretty
accepting when traveling with fly rods. Some issues occur with rod tubes, especially the metal or
fiberglass factory tubes that come with the rod. Plastic rod tubes with codura coverings seem to
cause the least problems. If you’re only traveling with a couple four piece single hand rods, a
double reel on rod case works great for travel.

Reels-No trouble packing fly reels in carry-on luggage, particularly when traveling within the U.S.
and the Bahamas. Therefore, I would recommend packing any expensive fly reels in your carry-on.

Label Your Bags-A simple tip, but very important. Make sure to attach some sort of identification
card to each checked bag and your carry on. In the unlikely event that something happens to your
luggage, this simple information can make all the difference when trying to track down your
luggage and receive it in a timely manner.

Organize Beforehand-When you reach the lodge, you should hit the ground running in vacation
mode! When packing for your trip, try organizing your boat bag or pack with all the terminal
tackle and essential fishing items you might need while out on the water. If it’s small enough to fit
in your checked luggage, perfect! That way, once you reach your destination, all you have to do is
pull out your bag and hit the water. Plus, organizing all your terminal gear (flies, tippet, leaders,
hemostats, etc.) this way will give you more peace of mind on the plane that you did not leave
something at home.



            Searun Cutthroat Fishing Tips 
 
Justin Waters                                              https://all-waters.com 
    
May and September are probably the two months of the year that cutthroat 
move the most.   
  
The chum fry are pretty much dumping from every river/creek/and trickle that 
they exist in and moving about Puget Sound and Hood Canal.  Some chum fry 
are barely 1” in length still while others are getting pretty big and becoming 
stronger swimmers.   As the chum fry become stronger swimmers the cutthroat 
begin following them further and further from the estuaries and will migrate with 
them onto their summer hunting grounds.  As the chum fry cross points and 
structure with more current the cutthroat take advantage of their weak 
swimming skills and feed violently. 
  
Here are some tips and tricks to maximizing your success during May’s 
changing conditions. 
  

1.)  Fish moving water - Sound familiar?  It should. If you learn one thing 
when it comes to cutthroat fishing I want this to be it.  FISH MOVING 
WATER.  If you ask the most successful Cutthroat anglers/guides what 
the most important thing to look for is, I would bet you would hear the 
same thing over and over again.  Go ahead ask David Dietrich, Ryan 
Smith, Mike Hanford, or any of the other great guides in Puget Sound.  
 
2.) Fish only the prime spots – In May, it’s all about transition.  These 
fish are going from holding up in the estuaries and feeding on an easy 
meal, to feeding on the current seams and points.  So skip all of the 
“middle” water and just jump from prime water to prime water.  Hammer 
the 100% holes and skip the “some times we get one here” spots. 
 
3.) Be diverse – Sometimes simplicity is key, and I am all for tossing a 
gurgler for a whole day of relaxing fishing. However, if you want the best 
of what May has to offer, I’d suggest moving deeper with the sun.  Start 
early and as the water temperature rises, your fly should be dropping.  As 
the current gets faster, your fly should get deeper. It’s fun to skate a fly 
down a beach, and often times it is effective.  What’s more effective is to 
go back through that water and hit all the deep spots with a sinking 
line.  Diversity is more than a poster in the H.R department.  
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4.) Slow down- Because May is so full of behavior changes for cutthroat 
trout sometimes we have to slow down and observe what is 
happening.  “Last week we hammered them here in the shallows.” Well… 
If it’s not happening maybe you should look at the first northern drop off 
and see if they moved deep with the warming weather.  Or “I would of bet 
my life they were on this point.”  Perhaps the bait moved on and they 
moved up to the next good structure north of here.            
 
5.) Have fun! – At All-Waters Fly Fishing our slogan is "We have more fun 
than anyone".  It's something we really try to instill and promise all of our 
customers.  I truly believe that if we go out, and have the best time 
possible, we catch more fish. It's easier to work hard, learn, and grow as 
anglers if we are enjoying the ride.   
  
May is so much fun because we are coming into such good weather and 
the fishing is awesome. But with that awesome weather we can learn a 
ton about cutthroat behavior. How they hold on current, and when they 
move out to the deeper eel grass beds.  I think it is easier to be observant 
of all of these things if you are also having a blast doing it.  That’s what 
makes fishing so fun, not just the 6 pack in the Yeti cooler and the bad 
jokes that your captain is telling you for the day. 
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Puget Sound Fly Fishers  

Club was founded in 1956 and has a long and proud history of 
involvement, action, camaraderie, and fun. The club's website is 
located at www.psff.org  

Aims and Purposes of the Club are:  

1. To improve and encourage the sport of fly fishing by social, 
educational and political means. 2. To encourage fly fishing as a 
means of conservation and increasing fishing opportunity.  

3. To encourage the conservation, enhancement and quality of sport 
fishing. 4. To promote both “Fellowship” and "Sportsmanship" in all 
aspects of club and individual activity.  

5. To actively assist and encourage the public to become fly fishers, 
and to adopt the club's mission and philosophies.  

General Membership Meetings are held on the second Thursday of 
each month (except August). These meetings are for social, 
entertainment and educational purposes.  

Educational Activities: The club offers classes and instruction in fly 
fishing, fly-tying, fly-casting and rod building. The club has an 
extensive library of books and videos.  

Outings: The club organizes monthly outings to various lakes, rivers, 
and estuaries. Experienced gillies provide expert information and 
instruction on how, when and where to fish.  

Conservation Activities: The club has a long and proud history of 
encouraging flyfishing (and other selective fishing techniques) as a 
means of conserving and increasing fishing opportunities. The club is 
active in many of the important conservation issues of the day and in 
helping to fund local conservation projects.  

Membership / Dues: Membership is open to anyone 18 or over. Dues 
are $45 per household per year plus a one time ($15 Initiation Fee) 
per member nametag.  

Affiliations: The club is an active member of the Washington State 
Council of the Federation of Fly Fishers  
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